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About This Game

About Be hate Free:

To “be hate free” is a moral and ethical human obligation that has no political, cultural or religious bounds. It represents what is
fair and just for all people, an idea that we should all agree to aspire towards. – behatefree.org

READ: The Declaration to Be hate Free

Be hate Free INTERACTIVE is an application that provides useful tools, fun activities, lessons, community activities and
opportunities to help you overcome the negative influences of hate while also making a positive impact in the lives of others.

 

Our program will take you through fundamental and advanced training. We also have interactive exercises where you can apply
what you’ve learned in real life. You can complete lessons and activities at your own pace and can revisit them as often as you

like.
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 Improve your communication skills and de-escalation skills and overcome the influences of negativity in your life.

 Our videos (downloads) can be used as training tools for diversity awareness. Use for students employees or
organizations.

 Level up your progress as you complete the lessons and update your ranking position on our hero/leaderboard.

 Become more positive, productive and effective even in the midst of negative challenges.

 Create your own profile page or professional page and connect with other members.

 Get access to media/video downloads, music soundtracks and other extra content.

Things to be implemented over time:

More courses and advanced lessons
Activities which will involve real life application

Mobile version access so you can use the program from your mobile device
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Title: Be hate Free: Interactive
Genre: Adventure, Casual, Indie, Simulation, Strategy, Early Access
Developer:
Be hate Free.org
Publisher:
U Game Me
Franchise:
U Game Me
Release Date: 17 Jan, 2019

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP/Vista 7/8/10

Processor: Pentium 4 or 1.80 GHz equivalent

Memory: 1 GB RAM

Graphics: 1024x768 or better video resolution

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Storage: 1 GB available space

Sound Card: Basic Sound Card

English
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If you ever had a Sega Genesis and had the good fortune to play Toe Jam & Earl, it's almost the exact same game but
wonderfully set in the Land Of Ooo.

I loved TJ&E, and this game will plague me like a time vampire while I enjoy every second.. Whilst the controls can be a little
frustrating, this game has really good replayability and is still loads of gravitational fun!. I honestly don't understand what this
game was trying to be. There are some interesting ideas that, with more experience, time, and resources, could be decent. What
we have though, is just not good.. Fun solitare game, on par with Faerie Solitare. Find the X puzzles can be a bit annoying. I did
a quick video review as part of a bundle. Watch it here: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=M0pdVD2jed4. the
\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 I bought the wrong game, confused that game with sportfriends haha. This game is short - just 60
levels - but very enjoyable. It's well worth its low price.. Fortix is a strategic puzzle game in which you must capture the castles
by making lines and rectangles. There are turrets and dragons ready to kill you all around and you have a set amount of lives per
stages.

The game is really stressful, because if you die in a set of levels, you will start over at the first one. Also in the later difficulties,
with how hard it is to make pixel perfect squares, you will die to random 1x1 pixel bumps you have made while capturing
terrain. This game could have been pretty good, I like the idea. There's even more bad things about the game...

This is a "puzzle" kind of game, but the enemies and bonuses doesn't spawn at the same place if you retry or start over. That
makes it so you can win many levels just by re-trying until you get a "Stop-time" bonus in a convenient spot and clear the level
in 20 seconds.

The game can be completed in less than 30 minutes (even on Impossible difficulty), but at least it's cheap...

I do not think it is too bad, but I cannot recommend it, way too punishing, it's 1$ though... So if you want to try a new type of
puzzle/strategy game, sure, try it. Personally, I found it too punishing and frustrating. I also felt like I had no real control over
certain of my deaths.. This game is great. Game of the year 10x for every year.. honestly its a good game if you cant get fortnite
to work on your pc so ya download it
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This is the worst game I have ever played. Good game to play while churning butter. 10/10. The Happy Hereafter is essentially
Virtual Villagers - Lite set in Halloween Town. Don't get me wrong, it's a good game on its own. But there are a few lacking
components and bugs that make it not as impressive as other similar titles in the genre.

For starters, it's incredibly short. So short, that I finished it in two nights. If you follow the quest order you can probably get
another hour or so out of it, but that isn't a good thing. There are a lot of stretches of time where you're doing nothing but
waiting. It certainly isn't as long or as tedious as Facebook games, but it lacks item collection or achievements like Virtual
Villagers to help pass the time. If I had known from the start to improve resource gathering facilities the second the tech was
available, I probably could have shaved off almost another hour of play.

Second, the bugs. And there are more than a few that can be annoying, if not progress slowing. On occasion there are times
where villagers stop gathering from resources at the bottom of the map. While it makes sense for them to stop gathering when a
resource has run dry and is in the process of regenerating, they don't always stop for this reason. I found myself at the start of
the game constantly having to reassign someone to harvest wood at trees because they just decided to stop working after
collecting one load. With a little luck I was able to get them to automatically harvest, as they are supposed to, but it did get
annoying and tedious, especially at the start when you are entirely reliant on these nodes for resources.

Another bug that is annoying, but not game breaking in any way, re units sliding around or getting stuck on decorations.
Sometimes when you tell a unit to harvest something, it will show the gathering animation but they will slide all the way back to
the town square. This doesn't prevent them from completing their job, but it is annoying. Also, idle units have a habit of getting
stuck under things. Benches, lights, buildings. It is easily fixed by picking them up and telling them to do something, and doesn't
harm your production since they were idle, but it is another minor annoyance that one would think could be easily fixed.

The characters are interesting and it's obvious that a great deal of effort was put into their creation, but they are sadly under-
utilized. Each character has one, maybe two quest chains, that are incredibly short, and then they are never used again. The
mermaid has I think 3 or 4 quests, spread across two "chains." I say "chains" simply because the first chain has 2-3 quests for
her and the second is a single quest given by the witch. Once completed you will never see her again. It's sad to see detailed
characters and environments used so sparingly.

Ultimately, I have to say this game is a "Pass." While it can be fun, for its length, bugs, and simple play-style, there are just
better games of the same genre. At sale price, it was a nice distraction; at full price it would still be ok, but for a few dollars
more you can get similar games with more depth and over-all entertainment.. Oh god, another
\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 game with no tutorials on how-to-play it and it look like 90s' game. I
don't even remember that I got this game for free or I bought it.. Just finished up this one after buying it a few days ago, its a
good casual game but ends too quickly. I was hoping that it would last three or four times longer than it did. If this game is up
for a sequel, try and add some replayability to it by adding a custom or random puzzle mode, more levels in general or a scoring
system based on time and tiles flipped. Any of those would have stretched my playing out a few more hours, and all of these
would have me competing with my friends or family.

I enjoyed the game play and difficulty curve between the levels, as it took me quite a few tries to get past the last few "Final
Round"s. I'd been wanting to learn Carcassone for a while, and even had an older android version of it through a Humble
Bundle, but since I don't play mobile much, I never got around to it. Thankfully, this Steam edition does a great job of teaching
you the rules, and has everything I would ask for in a digital version of a board game. Everything is laid out in an easy-to-
understand way, and it's all pretty intutive. The presentation is cute and I love the little 3D models of the buildings. The AI is
good and even the Easy AI is engaging and makes you think to have to win. They also include a lot of nice Quality of Life stuff
like being able to see what fields you control. Carcassone is a fun game and it definitely benefits from having a computer take
care of the scoring for you.

The most pleasing part of this package is the cross-platform multiplayer. This is a huge deal for any digital board game, as it
means that the playerbase won't be split between different versions of the game. I think this should be a standard feature of any
board game adaptation and I'm certainly glad to see it here.

The only minor complaint I have is that you can't rotate the camera manually. There's not really any practical need to and the
existing cameras are fine, but it does feel a bit stiff/restrictive compared to something like Tabletop Sim, where you can look at
the game from any angle. This is a small gripe though, and overall I think Asmodee did a great job with this game.. Exceeded
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my expectations and then some! Amazing modernized spin on a classic game. Amazing gameplay, tons of polish. Would
recommend to anyone, even if they weren't a fan of Link To The Past.. I could of got a mod to do this, but insisted on giving
them some money, I would like to see the entire united states done soon!. This is a linear platformer where you're supposed to
race through each level several times in a row and try to rack up a high score by collecting items and stomping enemies.

The level design is obnoxious and the controls are terrible.

The art is nice, but there are so many issues and bugs that reading the dialogue is painful and you don't get to stop and enjoy the
setting because you have to run forward constantly to beat the timer on the levels.

December 2018: Newsletter:
We are making great strides on our project but we still have a lot of work ahead of us. Hopefully we will have everything ready
for our estimated January 2019 Early Access release. We’ve been adding a few new extra features and had to delay the release.
It’s often hard to estimate when or if it is ready. So far, things are progressing well though. If we can’t get things ready for
January, I’ll try to post an update and let everyone know what the situation is but it looks like we will have things ready by then.

We are constantly hard at work on this project, no breaks. It’s been a life changing and emotional experience producing this
project and I hope that it will make a difference in your life as much as it has ours. It’s been an unbelievable journey thus far
and we appreciate your patience.

With a project like this, you never know what to expect. It is quite unlike anything we’ve ever done but we are very excited
about it. Creating something that can imply real life results is not a simple task. It is very difficult to even consider creating a
project like this, especially for the Steam community. I believe it is worth the time, patience and hard work. So far, it has
changed our life for the better. We hope it can do the same for you. We hope you will join us on this journey.

1. Be positive in the face of adversity or negativity.
2. STAY positive in spite of it.
3. Continue to be the difference.

Thanks again everyone.. Leaving Steam...:
We will be removing this product from Steam. We don't believe this is the best place for this application and we want to make
sure we are providing something that is helpful and useful for the community. We would like to say thank you to everyone who
has purchased this project and supported us. You all are great.

Keep positive, be productive and when ever possible, show love.

. New Update Just Added 2.0:
We just added the updated 2.0 version. The screen size has been increased, better UI and features to improve the daily missions.
We updated the community as well with new groups and groups topics for discussions. If you already own a copy, it will update
from your Steam account when you attempt to play.

Community membership is also now free so you can register and log on to take part in our discussions. We will be adding the
trial version soon for download as well.. About our progress:
We are still working on our updated version. We are including a few new activities that should provide better opportunities for
involvement. So far so good. We will keep you updated on when it will be ready.. The future of Be hate Free Interactive:
We just received some helpful advice from Valve's support team. We have decided to give this application more time on Steam.
We want to make sure we provide a better experience for everyone so if you purchased the application, please provide your
feedback and suggestions on the discussions board.

We are making some major updates to the application with new helpful features so more info soon. We are still in development
so please consider that the application is still in Early Access.

Remember, this project is meant to provide the help you need. If you purchased the app, feel free to let us know what you
would prefer to see or not see in our next updates.
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Thanks again for all of your time and support.

*Also thank you to the support team at Valve.. October 2018: Newsletter:
We are making great progress! We have included more content for our program with "bonus" content that will also be included
as well. We currently do not have plans for DLCs. We want to make sure all updates and content will always be free, even for
our community. If we add any DLCs it will be for sponsorship purposes.

The program looks and feels great so far. We are also working hard to include content that you can use as training tools outside
of Steam (videos, resources). We hope to see your support as we will be pushing all of our efforts in this direction as a full time
endeavor. Thank you for following our progress.. Update coming soon...:
We are preparing our mega update which will be quite different from the original version. Hope you like it.
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